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Introduction: Edge AI
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FLAMeS on Wireless Edge Analytics

• Demand for wireless 
edge analytics 
– Look into the edge

• Mobility and Traffic
– Interplay
– Across device types
– Modeling insights

Output 1: IEEE INFOCOM 2018 
Output 2: ACM MSWiM 2019 
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Flutes vs. Cellos 

• Mobile vs Laptop
– Impact on data traffic and mobility
– Integrated mobility-traffic models

• Mobility-Traffic Interdependence is not well-studied
– Usable traces are hard to obtain
– Privacy concern (GDPR)

VS
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Motivations

• Two major factors affecting mobile network performance 
are mobility and traffic patterns
– Mobility and Network usage characterize different aspects of 

human behavior, e.g., using different devices
– Simulations, analytical-based performance evaluations, and 

future predictive caching schemes rely on models to 
approximate factors affecting the network

• Many earlier mobility modeling studies use pre-
smartphone WLAN traces (device types not 
considered)

• Mobility-Traffic Interdependence is not well-studied
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FLAMeS Dataset

• Size of raw dataset
– 30+ TB, 1760 APs, 138 buildings, over 479 days
– 76 billion NetFlow records, 555 million AP traces, 316k devices

• Device categorization
– MAC address survey
– OUI matching
– Web domain analysis
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Research Questions

• How different are mobility and traffic characteristics 
across device types, time and space?
– Multi-dimensional study

• What are the relationships / correlation?
– Interdependency

• Should new, integrated mobility-traffic models be 
devised to capture these differences? What is the value 
and utility of integrating mobility and traffic?
– If so, how
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Discovery and Insights

• Mobility analysis
– Session start probability, 

radius of gyration, visit 
preference, sessions per 
building, etc.

• Traffic analysis
– Flow level, spatial, 

temporal behavior

• Integrated analysis
– Feature engineering, 

modeling insights
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Data, Data, Data

• Big shot … grand rejection
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Big Data For The Win?

• What were boasted, all fired back

“ Your data is not new enough ”

“ Your findings may not reflect the latest situation ”

“ Your analysis coverage is limited ”

“ Your insights for modeling are incomplete ”

“ Your work impact is not … ”

…
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What Went Wrong?

• Reflections
– Painful but valuable process
– Comments are actually valid

• Focus adjustment
– Start over again
– Rewrite the whole thing
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Methodology or Dataset?

• Not just to impress others
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Back to the Basics

• Wireless edge analytics

Data

• NetFlow
• WLAN Traces
• Device Classes
• DHCP
• Core (merged)

Analysis

• Cellos vs Flutes
• Spatio-Temporal 

Characteristics
• Traffic and Mobility 

Features

Modeling

• Mobility and Traffic 
feature extraction

• Correlation/Cross-
Correlations

• Mixture Models 
and Synthesis
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Framework for Edge Wireless Analytics

• FLAMeS workflow
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FLAMeS

• Feature extraction
– WLAN logs and NetFlows

Datasets

Goal I) Get device type, time and 
space features
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FLAMeS

• Data traffic and mobility interdependency 

Data cube, 
traffic/mobility 
analyzed 
temporally, 
spatially, and per 
device type

Goal II) Analyze relationships/correlations of this 
data cube
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FLAMeS

• Towards integrated modeling

Goal III) Should new models be devised? What is the
value and utility of an integrated model?
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Adjust the Focus

• Methodology and 
framework
– Dataset mainly as 

a tool to verify our 
assumption and 
investigations

Made It!
IEEE INFOCOM 2018 
ACM MSWiM 2019
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Remarks

• It is crucial to differentiate flutes vs. cellos for both 
mobility and traffic due to their very different nature. 
Correlations of these features matter, and should be 
captured in models.

• Traffic generation, spatial locations, and temporal
behavior can be linked per device type and per user 
“community” (e.g. students of different disciplines at 
various buildings). 

• There is significant potential for an integrated 
mobility-traffic model that captures relationships 
across device types, time and space.
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Lessons

• Risk 1: Boasting dataset value
– Don’t over-estimate, nor over-claim. Otherwise, Over..
– Correct focus/position is crucial

• Risk 2: Good stuff needs less polishing
– Will block the work from top venue
– Balance and structure

Toolkit and in-depth study are appreciated
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Edge Offloading

• Fine-grained offloading for IoT
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Edge Offloading

• Reverse direction
IoTEdge 

Offloading
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Edge Offloading

• Cloud – Edge – IoT
IoTEdge 

Offloading
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The Real Benefits
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How to Offload to Edge?

• FADES
– Unikernel
– MirageOS
– Single purpose
– Modular
– Compact size
– On demand
– Isolation

Lightweight
Virtualization
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Design and Implementation
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Use Cases

• Software-oriented 
– IoT sensing data 
– Image
– Audio
– Data encryption

• Hardware-oriented 
– Actuator access 
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Fine-grained Edge Offloading

Does This Really Work?
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Experiments

• Feasibility 
– System performance and limitation on x86 and ARM
– Memory utilization, network
– Does this really work?

Test over three types of devices
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Observations

• On X86 and ARM
– Micro benchmark

• Immature yet 
– Image size under two arch. 

affects available runtime 
memory

– Low RAM case

Considerable loss of available 
memory for low RAM Unikernels.

Impact on resource utilization for 
IoT cases.
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Observations

• Bright side
– Edge beats the cloud

Cubietruck, Intel NUC have local 
copy of data (the edge setting)

Dell PowerEdge fetches data from 
remote location (the cloud setting)

Sufficiently powerful edge device 
combined with local data makes 
edge offloading convincing
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Observations
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Edge Chaining System
Best Paper Award
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Lessons

• Risk 1: Too many options
– Containers, unikernels
– System development takes long time

• Risk 2: Worry too much about ‘fancy’ use cases
– Not the deciding factor
– Feasible assumption

Advantages of being the First
• Share insights with community

• Even initial work will be appreciated
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Integrated View

Analytics:
FLAMeS

Offloading:
FADES
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Takeaway

• Dataset
– Useful but avoid boasting
– Good work still needs polishing

• Being the first does pay off
– Analytic and experiment insights

Problems are out there
Research Opportunities !
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What to Expect Next

Chairs: 
Aaron Ding (TU Delft)
Richard Mortier (Cambridge)


